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The Power of LED Lighting
Powering Performance
LED Lighting will help you improve your
business performance, reduce costs
and lower your carbon footprint

Powering Resilience
LED Lighting will help you reduce
business risk by ensuring the reliability
of your onsite lighting assets

Powering the Future
LED Lighting can help drive business
sustainability through a simple switch
to more innovative technology
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Putting the spotlight on
operational efficiency
With the constant pressure to do
more for less, businesses are looking
for ways to improve performance at
the same time as cutting costs.
Many businesses may have already
looked at lighting and may have
improved lighting installed.
Advances in lighting technology,
improved reliability, higher quality
products and simplified financing
options means there are more
savings to be made.
Taking control of your lighting now
could lead to considerable cost and
operational efficiencies in the future,
whilst reducing carbon emissions.
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What is LED Lighting?
LED (light emiting diode) Lighting is an energy-efficient,
sustainable lighting technology. It is between 50–90%
more efficient and lasts up to 50 times longer than
traditional light sources. LED Lighting is a more efficient,
longer life alternative to traditional incandescent,
halogen or fluorescent lighting. Not only do they deliver
improved standards of lighting, they also carry some
of the longest life ratings and highest energy-efficiency
options available in a lighting system.

LED Lighting fixtures give you a much
greater degree of control over light
output and placement – allowing you
to create the best lighting for your work
environment. They also have lower
wattage than traditional fixtures, which
can help your business conform to lighting
guidelines such as those outlined in SLLCL
SLL Code for Lighting.

This reduced wattage does not mean a
reduction in light. Light output is measured
in lumens, while energy consumption is
measured in watts – LED Lighting has a
much higher measurement of lumens per
watt – meaning that you can have the
correct light output while greatly reducing
the amount of energy needed to provide it.
For example, a 6-watt LED bulb emits the
same amount of light as an
80-watt incandescent bulb.

Lighting explained
Lumens
Measures light output – the higher the
number, the more light emitted
Watts
Measures amount of electricity required
to provide light output
Lumens per watt
Measurement of efficiency
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Colour accuracy/Colour Rendering
Index (CRI)
Measure of a light source’s ability to
accurately render the colour of an object
to that of a standard reference light source
Lifetime
Number of hours an LED fixture is expected
to operate before the lumen output
degrades to below 70-80% of the stated
initial output

LED Lighting fixtures give
you a much greater degree
of control over light output
and placement
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The benefits of LED Lighting
Reduced energy costs

Distributed supervisory control

Around 20% of all electricity used in the UK is
consumed by lighting. LED Lighting consumes up
to 90% less power than traditional incandescent
or halogen bulbs and up to 70% less energy than
fluorescent lamps. They also have a significantly
longer lifespan – 2 or 3 times longer than
fluorescent and more than 50 times longer
than incandescent. The typical lifetime of an
LED bulb is 50,000 hours, which reduces energy
consumption, replacement frequency and
maintenance costs.

Allows you to remotely monitor and manage the
lighting system – no energy wastage through lights
left on accidentally.

Greater control

95% of the energy used to create light is typically
wasted in heat. LED technology doesn’t emit heat
so there is no wasted energy nor are there any UV
emission and your energy consumption is lowered.

The LED technology itself is only part of the solution.
Centrica’s expertise in lighting design and installation
can help you make the most of other cost-saving
opportunities.

Daylight harvesting
Uses natural light to offset electric lighting with no
disruption to your employees.

Occupancy tracking
Uses data analytics and sensor networks to align
occupancy patterns with lighting schedules – so you’re
not wasting energy lighting areas unnecessarily.
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Individual control
Employees can control the lights in their space,
improving their own light quality and improving
productivity.

Lower your carbon footprint
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LED temperature range
The advantage of LED Lighting is that you can achieve
a vast range of colour temperatures. These fall within
three distinct zones. Thanks to new technology, the
temperature can be altered to match your mood.
10,000K+: Blu Sky
7,000K–7,500K: Cool White Seesmart LED
6,000K: Cloudy Sky
5,500K–6,000K: Day White Seesmart LED
4,800K: Direct Sunlight
4,000K–4,500K: Natural White Seesmart LED
4,000K: Clear Metal Halide
3,000K: 100W Halogen
2,800K: 100W Incandescent
2,700K–3,200K: Warm White Seesmart LED
2,200K: High Pressure
1,900K: Candle
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Warm White (up to 2900K)
A comforting tone that is similar to the
standard incandescent bulb in terms of
colour and warmth. Perfect for family
rooms, dining areas and bedrooms.
Cool White (3000K to 4900K)
A bright and crisp tone that is ideal for
work areas, such as home offices, garages,
and basements.
Daylight (5000K and up)
An intense light with a slightly bluish white
tone which is frequently used for outdoor
lighting, commercial or retail spaces and
security lighting.
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LED Lighting in 7 simple steps
1. Initial assessment
An initial assessment of your current lighting
system and a discussion on what you’d like to
achieve from a new lighting solution. We then
assess lighting requirements for all areas of
your site and which of your current assets can
be redeployed.

2. Site survey
A detailed survey of all areas, equipment
required and where savings can be made.

3. Solution design
Includes information from site assessment
and survey, line by line schedule of fittings
and area by area assessment for lighting needs
and cost-effectiveness. The modular line by
line approach allows installation to be staged
if necessary.
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4. Dedicated project
management
Help to plan installation with least disruption
to your operations.

5 Multi-level warranty options
Optional lifetime maintenance plans available.

6. Flexible funding
Flexible capex/opex funding options to suit
your individual requirements and payback
within 5 years. As part of this option Centrica
Business Solutions can offer an end-to-end
solution from design, supply, install and
ongoing O&M for a contract period.

7. 24-hour Installation
Round-the-clock works allows for installation
outside your hours of operation.
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LED Lighting in action

A large county council
Planning to reduce costs
and lower emissions
A plan for improvement
A large county council wanted to
reduce costs and carbon emissions. They
took advantage of the savings offered by
LED Lighting across three of their depots.
Of their 1,539 existing light fittings,
1,489 were replace with LEDs.

Results in triplicate
The savings were significant. The new LED
Lighting reduced energy consumption by
almost 75% – three quarters of the annual
energy consumption for lighting.

REDUCTION IN
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

71%

ENERGY SAVINGS
PER YEAR

464k
KWH

COST SAVINGS
PER YEAR

£46k
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Want to know more?
LED Lighting is reducing energy consumption across all types of industry.
Find out how we can help you improve your operational efficiency today.
centricabusinesssolutions.com
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